
What is aÂ Shooting Star: A galaxy is a massive gravitationally bound system that consists of stars? There are stars
in the sky. They form shapes called constellations. A star is a hot, fiery globe shaped mass of gas which produces its
own light. The Sun is a star and the sun is close to the Earth that is why it looks big.
Stars can grow and shrink and are variable. Temperature changes the color of stars. A young star would be 10- 200
million years old and are very hot with a blue color. They can be different colors like blue, red, yellow, and orange.

What is a Shooting Star
AÂ shootingÂ starÂ is not a star at all, but theÂ demiseÂ of aÂ small piece of dirt (from dustÂsizedÂ to peaÂ-
sized,Â for theÂ most part) that hits theÂ Earthâ��s atmosphereÂ at enormous speedÂ andÂ burns upÂ from friction
with theÂ air, producingÂ aÂ brief bright flash of light. Astronomers call them meteors. A fireball meteor is any
meteor that shines brighter than the brightest planet Venus. A Comet is a rock in space that is very icy and forms a
coma and a tail. Meteor Showers are events where many meteors can be seen in the sky. Can produce a few
meteors per hour to 1,000 meteors per hour.

What is aÂ Shooting Star? What are Shooting Stars or Falling Stars?
A shooting star isnâ��t a star at all its really a star its bits and pieces of a meteoroid. They break off of meteoroids
and increase in speed to cause a fire on the piece. There falling into earth atmosphere so they catch on fire and take
on the look a star. They usually end up crashing into earth atmosphere and making a big crater. The craters are
mostly caused because of the meteoroids speed.

WhenÂ is the Best TimeÂ toÂ SeeÂ theÂ Shooting Stars?
A random shootingÂ starÂ can beÂ seen on any night, but at certain times theÂ Earth encounters aÂ stream of dust
particles left overÂ from theÂ evaporation of comets (largerÂ bodies of dirty ice) thatÂ leaveÂ aÂ dirty
wake.Â DuringÂ theseÂ meteor â��showers,â��Â aÂ singleÂ observerÂ may see thirty or moreÂ meteors per hour.
TheÂ meteors can happen anywhereÂ in theÂ sky andÂ requireÂ no equipment toÂ see. TheÂ biggest obstacles to
seeingÂ faint meteorsÂ areÂ city lights, clouds, andÂ moonlight. SoÂ try to see them in as darkÂ aÂ placeÂ as
possible, with aÂ goodÂ viewÂ of theÂ full sky.
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